Subject: Waste management proposal: latest Consultation

To:     Transition-minded groups in and around Hertfordshire
From: John Webb of Herts. WithOut Waste (HertsWOW)

Dear all,

Happy Jubilee Weekend! This is to alert you to a sudden new consultation by Herts. County Council. 

Veolia ES, the contractor for the New Barnfield proposal, has submitted a set of documents with information further to its Environmental Statement. For details see HCC's Consultations section here, our Consultations page and web log. You can submit a response by email or online here.

Please prepare to respond by the closing date of Friday 29th June on the parts that are most relevant to your group's interests.
If you do not have the time or expertise to respond fully, please send in a brief statement of your group's position on the matter.
Please bring this to the notice of other groups and individuals who may be able and willing to respond to this latest consultation.

The campaign groups in the Hatfield area have started preparing objections to the rate of vehicle movements, the visual intrusion of a vast dome and chimneys etc. From a Transition point of view, the main concern is that centralised waste disposal - replacing landfilling by incineration - does not respect the Waste Hierarchy's requirement that materials should be reduced, re-used, recycled and composted locally in the places where they arise. 

The Hertfordshire Waste Partnership's WasteAware campaign tries hard to boost the levels of diversion and some district councils have made commendable headway. Yet instead of urgently aiming for diversion levels of 75%, 80% and beyond, the County is aiming for just 60% as the New Barnfield incinerator will effectively limit further savings in our carbon footprint.

Please frame your objections positively in terms of the alternative arrangements and technologies* that the Council should be pursuing, with reference to particular sections of the new/revised documents.  *see our online Library for advice and guidance
If you do not find particular information in the new/revised information from Veolia ES, you can ask the County Council to provide it and note its absence when making your response.

We can share pointers to the most relevant parts of the VES documents. All comments and queries are welcome. 

Best wishes,

John  Webb
07960 825668
for HertsWOW

------

Some general comments: (numbered for reference)

As long as HCC is minded to approve VES's application (out of "necessity", via the due democratic+technical process including this consultation) that's just what they'll try to do.
So this supplementary consultation needs to be taken as seriously as the initial one on VES's Environmental Statement, of which it is a continuation. (A less extensive or rigorous response now would let HCC/VES claim that "It's OK now - the public accept our revised proposal!")
The further documentation is incomplete with documents and sections to follow, so it is not all ready for consultation. The consultation period should be extended to a month after the final document is eventually published.
The consultant's reports formalise and understate the adverse effects. These need to be expressed in everyday terms and honest graphics for proper public consultation.
